
From: GAN Jun
Cc: LEOW Chun Tat; TAY Wen Bin; Adrian LEE Xin Han; Celine LEONG Shu Yi; LEE Yan Ting
Subject: RE: 5B1G Meeting
Date: Tuesday, 12 March, 2013 12:30:25 AM

Hi Good Afternoon Prof Richard,

Hope you had a great weekend. This are the updates for the past week. Would we be able to meet
you next week on the 19th Mar instead?

Currently we are at iteration 10 starting from 11 Mar. We will be conducting UT with the Basement
on the 18-19th of Mar and currently are still waiting for a response for their E-coupons.

We have successfully carried out our UT 4 with the mockup stalls around SIS today. This UT
includes setting-up mock up stalls around the school. Details is as follows:
SIS Seminar Rm 2-3 Headquarters (Starting & Ending point)
SIS Grp Study Rm 2-4   The Basement
SIS Grp Study Rm 3-5   Pedro

We will collate the results and update you again.

Challenges faced during UT:

WifiSLAM took longer than expected to detect the exact position we are at. WifiSLAM also fluctuates
between level 3 and level 2. In order to carry out our UT successfully, we have removed all the
maps from WifiSLAM and left with level 2. We are able to test push notification on entering the
Basement. We will continue to test WifiSLAM and update you accordingly.

Iteration 9

Front End Back End Impt
Improving on WifiSlam (Conduct more
testing, mapping) (done)

Detect SSID (done)

Integrate SSID with webservice (done)

On Bring me there, show location of
coupon

On app load, call SSID webservice
(Breakdown) (done)

Layout issue (done)

Select levels and change map (done)

Lock Orientation (done)

Draw the layout of SIS level 5 (done)

Draw the layout of SIS level 4 (Removed)

Draw the layout of SIS level 3 (done)

Draw the layout of SIS level 1 (Removed)

WebApp: Export report to PDF
(Additional) (done)

WebApp: Client side validation
for input fields via
JQuery (done)

WebService: Return location
(X,Y) of retailer of a
coupon (done)

WebService: Implement
Business Analytics based on
indoor location (done)

WebApp: Copy details of
deleted E-coupons to new E-
coupons (Addtional) (done)

Webservice: To add in the
coordinates to the coupon
information (Additional) (done)

WebApp: Generate Charts for
Expired E-coupons via SpagoBI 

Preparation for UT

Contacting retailers
at the Cathay

Liaise with the
Basement
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Draw the layout of SIS basement (done)

Draw the layout of Cathay level B1
(Additional) (done)

Draw the layout of Cathay level 1
(Additional) (done)

Draw the layout of Cathay level 2
(Additional) (done)

Draw the layout of Cathay level 3
(Additional) (done)

Draw the layout of Cathay level 4
(Additional) (done)

Mapping of SIS level 4 (Additional) (done)

Mapping of SIS level 5 (Additional) (done)

Mapping of SIS basement
(Additional) (done)

Revamp of how webservice is being called
(Additional) (done)

On app load, push notification when SSID
is detected (Breakdown) (Rescheduled)

Iteration 10

Front End Back End Impt
Mapping of SIS level 3

Mapping of Cathay Basement

Mapping of Cathay Level 1

Mapping of Cathay Level 2

Mapping of Cathay Level 3

Mapping of Cathay Level 4

Drop pin and pin point location of retailer

Refine WifiSLAM Indoor Navigation

On app load, push notification when SSID
is detected (Breakdown) (Rescheduled)

WebApp: Integrate Charts via
SpagoBI SDK

WebApp: Server side
validation

WebApp: Client side validation

WebApp: Pagination for
pending, published and
expired

WebService: Refine BA

Preparation for UT

Contacting retailers
at the Cathay

Liaise with the
Basement

Our client is currently overseas and we didn't manage to get her on a arranged skype meeting
today. We have already update her via email and waiting for her feedback.

For iteration 9, we had a lot of additional tasks because we have decided to work with the retailers
at the Cathay. We re-priortise our tasks and managed to complete recommending of E-coupons to
users based on their shopping mall location. We did not do the push notification yet, which we will
do in the next iteration.



For generate charts for expired e-coupons, we will be asking the kind of information the retailers
want to see and check with our client before we do it. This will be re-scheduled to the next
iteration.

Thank you so much.

Regards,
Jun

From: GAN Jun
Sent: Monday, 4 March, 2013 3:21:25 PM
To: Richard C. DAVIS
Cc: LEOW Chun Tat; TAY Wen Bin; Adrian LEE Xin Han; Celine LEONG Shu Yi; LEE Yan Ting
Subject: 5B1G Meeting

Hi Good Afternoon Prof Richard,

We have discussed with Prof Kyong (sponsor) on our plans for the next few iterations. In addition,
we have also suggested deploying our application to the Google Play Store and doing user test in
The Cathay for our FYP in which she has agreed to. Moreover, we have also approached retailers
from The Cathay to work with us and two have already expressed interest for our mobile
application. We will update both Prof Kyong and you once more retailers respond to us.

Besides Prof Kyong, we have also met up with Prof Ben to seek his advice on our project. With
regards to the objective and requirements of our sponsor, he advises us that it is good to be
specific when we present in future. As for the deployment to the Google Play Store and user test in
The Cathay, he mentioned that we are on the right track.

For Business Analytics:
We have successfully completed the coding for the Cosine Similarity Algorithm which will be used
for recommending E-coupons. We have tested the algorithm against a data set of 86000 records
and it took a reasonable 10 minutes.

For Retailer Admin Dashboard:
We have completed the validation via JQuery to check for users input. You have also suggested us
to allow users to copy details of deleted E-coupons to new E-coupons. We have completed that
function too.

Following are the tasks that we have done for this iteration.

Iteration 9

Front End Back End Impt

Detect SSID (Done)

Integrate SSID with
webservice (Done)

On app load, call SSID
webservice and push
notification (Done)

Select levels and change
map (Done)

Lock Orientation (Done)

Draw the layout of SIS level
5 (Done)

WebApp: Client side validation for
input fields via JQuery (Done)

WebApp: Copy details of deleted E-
coupons to new E-coupons
(Addtional) (Done)

WebApp: Generate Charts for Expired
E-coupons via SpagoBI

WebService: Return location (X,Y) of
retailer of a coupon

WebService: Implement Business
Analytics based on indoor location (In
Progress)

Preparation for UT



Draw the layout of SIS
basement (Done)

Improving on WifiSlam (Conduct
more testing, mapping)

On Bring me there, show location
of coupon

Draw the layout of SIS level 4

Draw the layout of SIS level 3

Draw the layout of SIS level 1

Layout issue

Here are the updates for this iteration. Would you prefer us to meet us tomorrow or next week?

Thank you so much.

Regards,
Jun

From: GAN Jun
Sent: Monday, 4 March, 2013 1:36:33 PM
To: Richard C. DAVIS
Cc: LEOW Chun Tat; TAY Wen Bin; Adrian LEE Xin Han; Celine LEONG Shu Yi; LEE Yan Ting
Subject: 5B1G Meeting

Hi Good Afternoon Prof Richard,

Hope you had a good recess week.

We would like to update you on our progress for this iteration and our plans for the remaining
iterations.

Would you be free tomorrow at 2.30pm for a meeting?

Thank you so much.

Cheers,
Jun


